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TAKEHIKO NAKAFUJI

Born in 1970 in Tokyo, Takehiko Nakafuji dropped out from his studies in
Literature at Waseda University in order to obtain a degree in Photography
from Tokyo Visual Arts, where he was a student of Daido Moriyama. He has
produced several monochrome photography books from travels in Japan,
Eastern Europe, Russia and Cuba. This exhibition is drawn from two of these
books, Enter the Mirror, published in 1997, and the very recent Sakuan,
Matapaan: Hokkaido, for which he was awarded the Special Photographer
Award at the Higashikawa International Photography Festival in August
2013. He is the owner of Gallery Niepce in Yotsuya, Tokyo.
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THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIRROR AND ANOTHER COUNTRY

DAIDO MORIYAMA

He took the best, so why not take the rest?

At the beginning of the novel “Another Country” by James Baldwin, Rufus the black youth
emitted these words from the depth of his heart in Times Square at midnight. Having a
look at prints of Nakafuji Takehiko's virgin photo album “ENTER THE MIRROR”, I thought of
the words.

It is not because the album contains pictures taken in New York. Far from it, actually, there
are lots taken in Tokyo, Amsterdam, London, Paris and other cities mixed together at
random. So, it is because I sensed a desperate tone emanating from these prints that
instinctively echoes the phrase. It may well be the presence of Nakafuji Takehiko, and his
temperament. His photos, or may I say his eyesights, are at first glance thoroughly dry
and hard. Still, just like Baldwin's words involve a relative moisture in his hard-boiled
novels, the prints with extremely rough-touch monochrome effuse his warmth towards
urban beings. He repeatedly told me, while showing prints, of his determination to be on
the road. And it was not as a carefree vagabond but as the hard-pressed outlaw that he
aspires to be.

As is the case with a cameraman, including myself, one who takes photos hanging about
on the road may be compared to a pugilist doing shadow-boxing. A pugilist on road-work
takes a sudden turn and thrusts a straight into the nothingness, and hauls endless jabs to
his own figure in the mirror on the wall in the gym.

That is to say, it is a ceaseless unyielding challenge to one's own self as well as an
oncoming imaginary foe. It is a continuous journey to one's own pessimistic and
narcissistic ego. Nakafuji Takehiko must start from the point where he produced the photo
album entitled “ENTER THE MIRROR” to look for “THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIRROR”. The
mirror, needless to say, stands for the camera, therefore the camera means himself. Thus
he himself is the world itself. A particular cameraman is a piece of pessimism, and of
narcissism as well. So he must tread on as a walking Sisyphus, not worrying about
worthless exertion, but wandering. However, this is meant to be taken concretely, not
abstractly.

I will not bring this album under fire, yet dare not flatter, as Nakafuji Takehiko wants to
tread on the way to be an outlaw. It is no use, after all, saying or reading shallow wheedle,
nor should we have time for such. The saying “He took the best, so why not take the rest?”
is nothing but a password for those cameramen like us who hang about on the road.

We've known each other since we met at classroom 403 at Tokyo Visual Arts a few years
back. Every time I look at his pictures, I can't help sensing his close kinship to
photographers in “PROVOKE” and “CAMP”.

My dear old Nakafuji, it's a swell album.
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TAKEHIKO NAKAFUJI – SAKUAN, MATAPAAN: HOKKAIDO

MARK PEARSON
Zen Photo Gallery, Tokyo

As the opening up of the West and the Gold Rush was to America, as Siberia was for
Russia, so was Hokkaido for Japan. A wild land, remote, unexplored and unexploited for
millennia until the modern era.

Japanese incursion into this land, known originally as Ezo, was largely limited to the
southern region around Hakodate. Hakodate itself was one of the few ports in Japan where
foreigners were permitted to live during Japan's centuries of self-isolation. As a gateway
for Western influence, Hakodate produced one of Japan's greatest photographers of the
19th century in Kenzo Tamoto.

The indigenous people of Ezo called themselves Ainu, which simply meant human in their
language, as opposed to the Kamuy of the spirit world. They were principally hunters and
fishermen, hairy and tattooed. Like other early peoples they were animists, seeing Kamuy
spirits in all living things.

The Meiji era ended both Japan's isolation and the relatively benign neglect of Ezo.
Exploitation began and the Ainu population was decimated and diluted by immigration from
the Japanese mainland. It is still a relatively short time since Meiji, and so traces remain of
the Ainu in place names, in sparse communities, a few speakers of the language and some
of the oral traditions that have been recorded.

One would expect that this difference from the mainland, the remoteness of the place and
traces of the ancient culture would draw photographers from the Japanese mainland. But
the only name that comes readily to mind is Daido Moriyama. He visited during a dark
period in his life in the 1970s and produced infernal work that was published much later
under the titles “Hokkaido” and “Northern”. Most other photography from the North of
Japan has been in Tohoku, which represented the northern extremity of Japan before the
Meiji era.

Takehiko Nakafuji also made his way to Hokkaido. He made a point of not looking at his
teacher Moriyama's work. Rather he was inspired by childhood memories. His father was
one of those multitudes of Japanese men sent by their companies to work far from home.
The childhood visits to this strange land, which were also the rare occasions on which he
would meet his father, undoubtedly had a profound impact on the boy. Hokkaido was a
place of discovery, of natural wonder, but most of all, a place where he could know his
father's love for a short, but terribly precious time.

Hokkaido winters are severe, and the summers verdant. To reflect the extremes of season,
this work is presented in two volumes: The Ainu words “Sakuan” and “Matapaan” have
been chosen as titles of the respective volumes, meaning “Summer will come” and “Winter
will come”.

The photographs in high contrast black and white are recognizably from the tradition of
Japanese photography. Nakafuji's predecessor Moriyama made a brutal vision of a feral
frontier land in “Hokkaido” while wrestling with his personal demons in the 1970s. In
contrast, Nakafuji's photographs of Hokkaido seem to me hopeful and expansive. It is in
his photographs of the megalopolis of Tokyo that Nakafuji's work reveals alienation. In
“Sakuan, Matapaan” the roads, the railways, the sea, the streets of the towns lead to
another place, where the search continues for attachment, for that elusive love.
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SAKUAN, MATAPAAN: HOKKAIDO

TAKEHIKO NAKAFUJI

From « Kaze no Tabibito », Vol. 35

 

Hokkaido has been a special place for me since childhood. I grew up in Tokyo, but my late
father was posted by his company to Kushiro. The family reunion visits to Kushiro during
summer and winter holidays are etched in my memory.

My father had been born in Tohoku, but it seems he had close business connections in
Hokkaido, so he spent ten years altogether between Sapporo and Kushiro.

I was still in kindergarten when I first visited Hokkaido. When I had my fifth birthday in
Kushiro, I felt as if I had travelled to a foreign country. On my father's days off, we would
visit all parts of Kushiro and the surrounding region.

I am looking out over Nusamaibashi, at the fishing boats that are docked in Kushiro Port.
In those days, Kushiro was in the ascendant as the home port for the North Sea fishing
fleet. The town was full of energetic fishermen and shoppers, the main street of Kita-Odori
piled high with snow, near my father's company house. Tsurugadai Park, with its bear and
deer in cages, children playing on their sledges and mini-skis, long long views through
telescopes... to tell the truth, there are so many scenes that remain vivid in my mind. I
have scarcely any other memories from that age. It must be that I found the proximity of
nature so utterly different from my life in Tokyo, another world, a totally different culture.
In any case, images of these places remain etched in my mind.

It was a long time before I was to visit Hokkaido again, but circumstances have recently
allowed me to return to photograph in Hokkaido. Because of my memories, these travels in
Hokkaido have been particularly meaningful for me. I have been wandering the streets
taking photographs as ever. When I thought it right, whenever it felt right, I pressed the
shutter. Although I am doing just what I do anywhere else, the memories of more than a
quarter of a century before seem to overlap with the landscape immediately in front of me.
Particularly while photographing in Kushiro, I feel “I was here before, right here in this
place”, a very strong sense of déjà vu, as photographing the now bares the memories of
the past, and I know the power of the photograph to mirror the past and present.

Visiting Hokkaido several times during both summer and winter, to Sapporo, Otaru,
Hakodate, Yubari, Wakkanai, Asahikawa, Abashiri, Noboribetsu, Muroran, Obihiro, Kushiro,
Nemuro, Akkeshi, Utoro, the places whose streets I wandered, Rebunto, Rishirito, the
islands I walked around, the places in Hokkaido each have their own unique and attractive
character. In particular those towns that grew with the commercial port development of
the Meiji era through to the beginning of the Showa era, Hakodate and Otaru, with the
miraculous survival of Western structures amid the modern buildings. Much of it has now
been given over to nightlife, entertainment and tourism, but they still retain the feeling
that I like so much about Yokohama, places where memories are deeply embedded in the
land. Across the whole of Hokkaido, despite the post-Meiji development with Western-style
buildings, the culture of the indigenous Ainu people remains profound.

 

 

 



 

 

Sapporo and Asahikawa and Obihiro are places where streets were set out neatly in a grid
for urban planning in the Meiji era, other places retain names that are strangely different
from Japanese, with Ainu origins, and Hakodate, with its exotic Russian Orthodox
cathedral, is a gathering place for people of many origins. The owner of a minshuku hostel
where I happened to stay in Shiretoko was from an Ainu clan, and showed me the fabrics
and musical instruments made by his ancestors. As I travelled much through Hokkaido, I
encountered living traces of their history here and there.

All this has made it subtly different from all the other places to which I have travelled in
Japan.

Of course, every place has its history, its unique culture permeating the land. But in most
cases those unique local cultures were simply homogenized within the logic of the modern
state, leaving them with a rather superficial aspect.

Hokkaido is a land on the periphery, with a natural wilderness that does not fit into a
theory of modernity. The long presence of the Ainu people and their memory make for an
uneasy combination with the modernization of the cities in this northern land.

Travelling here and experiencing the scale of Hokkaido, knowing the extreme cold of winter
that takes the temperature down to minus twenty degrees, reminds me of the name given
to this terra incognita before its opening up and exploitation: Ezochi. The Ainu people
maintained their hunter-gatherer lifestyle and sustained themselves throughout these
harsh seasons.

Some years ago, I heard on the news that the government had officially recognized the
Ainu as the original inhabitants of this land. Surely this was something for them to
celebrate. But what was shocking was that it was only as recently as 2008 that this was
officially recognized. The narrow-minded attitude had lasted such a long time. It is
embarrassing that I was, like most people, unaware of this oversight.

Thus, for me, Hokkaido combines the history of modern Japan, and the spirit memory of
the Ainu, and my own deepest childhood memories.

Each of us has inside something of the present time, along with the memories of our
childhood and of the culture that has evolved throughout generations, but current events
and the immediate present tend to dominate, which can create tensions within us.

While travelling in Hokkaido, the memory of place and memory of childhood are
intersected with the significance of the present. Looking back, I think that what I was
trying to photograph is this multi-layering of time that cannot be simply unified.

I have used for this book the title “Sakuan, Matapaan”, which are the Ainu words for
“Summer will Come, Winter will Come”. I choose these words to express my deepest
respect for the Ainu people who have lived in this land since ancient times.
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SOLO EXHIBITIONS

1995 Night Crawler, Konica Plaza, Tokyo
1998 Enter the Mirror, Konica Plaza, Tokyo
1999 Winterlicht, Konica Plaza, Tokyo
2000 Enter the Mirror, Gallery Lux, Seoul, Corée
        Deep Seoul, Gallery Niepce, Tokyo
2001 Bucuresti Days, Konica Plaza, Tokyo
        From Hanoi to Saigon, Gallery Niepce, Tokyo
2003 Deep Havana, Konica Minolta Plaza, Tokyo
        Trans Japan, Gallery Niepce, Tokyo
2005 Street Rambler – New York, Marunouchi Cafe, Tokyo
2006 From Bulgaria, Konica Minolta Plaza, Tokyo
        Street Rambler – Shanghai, Lotus Root Gallery, Tokyo
        Street Rambler – Russia, Gallery Niepce, Tokyo
2007 Fragments of Reality, Morioka Shoten, Tokyo
        Exotica, Gallery Niepce, Place M, Tokyo
2008 Street Rambler – Vancouver, Gallery Niepce, Tokyo
        Matapaan, Nido, Tokyo
2009 Sakhalin, Konica Minolta Plaza, Tokyo
2011 Night Crawler 1995 / 2010, Zen Foto Gallery, Tokyo
        Street Rambler – Tokio, Place M, Gallery Niepce, Tokyo
        Winterlicht, Plac'Art Photo, Paris
2013 Sakuan, Matapaan: Hokkaido, Zen Foto Gallery, Tokyo
        Paris, Plac'Art Photo, Paris

 



GROUP EXHIBITIONS

2004 Club Paradiso, Kiyosato Photo Art Museum, Yamanashi
2005 Fragments of Reality, National Art Gallery, Sofia, Bulgaria
2008 A Just Report, Emon Photo Gallery, Tokyo
2011 nofound photo fair, Paris
2012 Worldwide@Young Portfolio, Kiyosato Photo Art Museum, Yamanashi
        ASPHALT Exhibition, Tanto Tempo Gallery, Kobe

COLLECTIONS

Kiyosato Photo Art Museum, Japan Young Portfolio 1999～2005 (67 photographs)

BOOKS

Enter the Mirror (Mole, 1997)
Winterlicht (Wides Shuppan, 2001)
Night Crawler 1995, 2010 (Zen Foto Gallery, 2011)
Sakuan, Matapaan (Zen Foto Gallery, 2013)
Paris (Funny Bones, 2013)

 

 

 

 

Official opening of the exhibition Enter the Mirror

on 20-11-2013 from 6pm to 10pm

in the presence of Takehiko Nakafuji
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